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Abstract

The Naka-Rushton equation that models the transduction from electromagnetic energy
carried by a photon to difference of potential of the membrane of a retinal photoreceptor
has been used for two decades in tone mapping algorithms to compress the range of high
dynamic range (HDR) images. Up to now, only its analytical properties of linear fractional
transformation have been considered and exploited. In this paper, we recast the Naka-Rushton
equation in the abstract setting of Möbius transformations, pointing out the hidden geometric
properties of Naka-Rushton formula and discussing their pertinence to what a tone mapping
algorithm is expected to comply.

1 Introduction

High Dynamic Range (HDR) images provide a way to store real-world radiance values by combining
multiple photos of a static scene taken with different time exposures following the classical work
of Debevec and Malik [7]. However, since the real-world radiance can span up to 10 orders
of magnitude and ordinary displays can only span up to two orders of magnitude, a further
‘compression step’, called ‘Tone Mapping’ (TM) is required to properly visualize the information
stored in the HDR images.

Following Ward et al. [22], the large majority of tone mapping operators are devised to
reproduce detail visibility and emulating as much as possible contrast and color sensation of the
real-world scene. Ideally, a perfect model of the Human Visual System (HVS) would satisfy these
requests, however the knowledge about human vision is still too vague to permit the construction
of such a model, so that simplified and partial HVS descriptions are needed.

In this sense, it is quite remarkable that the sole use of the visual adaptation step already
provides a remarkably good tone mapping. The visual adaptation phase, that will be recalled in
section 2, occurs when photoreceptors (cones and rods) strongly compress the light range around
an average (adaptation) value. This process can be described by the Naka-Rushton equation [15]
which has been widely used as a global TM operator, for a thorough review see e.g. [20, 10, 11,
12, 17, 1].

The Naka-Rushton equation involves a fractional linear transformation that, up to our knowl-
edge, has been analyzed so far only analytically, without taking into account its geometric prop-
erties. In this theoretical paper, we discuss these features from the point of view of Möbius trans-
formations. The purpose of such an investigation is twofold: firstly, the knowledge of geometric
properties underlying the Naka-Rushton formula may help scientists working on tone mapping to
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more profoundly understand this formula and, possibly, to devise improvements for their algo-
rithms. Secondly, as we will discuss in section 3, Möbius transformations can be characterized as
cross-ratio preserving maps, this turns out to be a crucial property in the framework of the very
recent program of geometrization of colorimetry that can be found in papers [4, 18, 2, 16, 5, 6, 3].

2 The Naka-Rushton equation and its use for tone mapping

Let us begin this section by recalling how the retina responds to light stimuli. The range of
radiances over which the HVS can operate is very large: from 10−6cd/m2 (scotopic limit) to 106

cd/m2 (glare limit) [23]. The automatic process that allows the HVS to operate over such a huge
range is called visual adaptation [21].

However, the HVS cannot operate over this entire range simultaneously. Rather, it adapts to
an average intensity and handles a smaller magnitude interval. There is no complete agreement
in the literature about the precise value of this range, which can vary from two ([21] page 326) up
to four orders of magnitude ([13] page 670).

Empirical experiments have shown that visual adaptation occurs mainly in the retina. The
experiments to measure this behavior were performed using very simple, non-natural images: brief
pulses of light with intensity I superimposed on a uniform background. When a photoreceptor
absorbs I, the electric potential of its membrane changes accordingly to the empirical law known
in vision research literature as Naka-Rushton’s equation [15, 21, 14]:

r(I) =
I

I + Is
, (1)

where r(I) is the normalized response of the retina to I and Is is the light level at which the
photoreceptor response is half maximal, called semisaturation level and which is usually associated
with the level of adaptation. Some authors report the formula writing the γ power of I and Is,
in this case the equation is called Michaelis-Menten’s formula ([14] page 301).

The reason why this formula has received so much attention from the tone mapping community
is because it permits to compress any given range of the light stimuli into the interval [0, 1] (since
I and Is are light intensity levels, hence they are both positive) in such a way that the details
in dark areas are enhanced and the ones in the higher areas are compressed, see Fig. 2, which is
coherent with the well-known Weber-Fechner’s law [23].

Let us now see how Naka-Rushton’s equation is used in the context of HDR imaging. We
denote with Ω ⊂ R2 the spatial domain of an RGB high dynamic range image ~I : Ω→ (0,+∞)3,

Ω 3 x 7→ (IR(x), IG(x), IB(x)), Ic being the scalar chromatic component of ~I, c ∈ {R,G,B}, where
x = (x1, x2) ∈ Ω is the spatial position of an arbitrary pixel in the image. Generally, tone mapping

algorithms operate on either the three RGB channels separately, or on the luminance value of ~I,
calculated in one of the many possible ways available in literature [20]. In any case, it is clear that
only a scalar-valued function is considered, let us denote it simply with λ : Ω→ (0,+∞).

Since the HDR image represents the radiance map of a scene, it is natural to associate λ with
I and to identify the semisaturation level IS with the average value of λ, denoted by µ. In the
literature there is no agreement about how µ has to be computed, i.e. via arithmetic average
µa, geometric average µg, median µmed, or combinations of them [20, 10]. For these reasons,
and since our paper is meant to be merely theoretical, we will leave the formal expression of µ
unspecified. In section 3 we will see that the parameter µ has a particular geometrical meaning
in the decomposition of r as a Möbius transformation.

With the notation just introduced, the expression of the Naka-Rushton equation for tone
mapping of HDR images is the following:

r(λ(x)) =
λ(x)

λ(x) + µ
, ∀x ∈ Ω. (2)

In the so-called local tone mapping algorithms, both the pixel position x and the value of λ(x)
influence the tone mapping operation, however, for the sake of simplicity, in this paper we will
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only deal with a global tone mapping, in which two generic pixels x, y ∈ Ω such that λ(x) = λ(y)
will be tone-mapped in exactly the same value. Thanks to this assumption, formula (2) can be
simplified as follows:

r(λ) =
λ

λ+ µ
, ∀λ ∈ [λmin, λmax] ⊂ (0,+∞), (3)

with obvious meaning of the symbols λmin and λmax and r(µ) = 1/2. The graphical behavior of
r(λ) is depicted in Fig. 2. The non-linearity of r(λ) is essential, in fact, due to the vast dynamic
range of HDR images, a linear tone mapping performed via the formula:

λ 7→ λ− λmin

λmax − λmin
∈ [0, 1], (4)

eventually multiplied by 255 to restore the usual 8 bit dynamic range, would set to black all pixels
in the image whose λ value is two orders of magnitude smaller than λmax, as clearly shown in Fig.
1.

Figure 1: Graph of r(λ), with λmin = 0.1, λmax = 103 and µ = 100.

Figure 2: Left : one image of the famous Memorial church sequence. Right : result of the linear
tone mapping of eq. (4), where almost all the pixels are set to black apart from those belonging
to the brightest areas of the image.
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3 Analysis of Naka-Rushton’s formula as a Möbius trans-
formation

The non-linearity of the Naka-Rushton transformation and the possibility to quite easily control
the global brightness of the resulting image by modifying the value of µ are the two most important
features of Naka-Rushton based tone mapping that established its successful and widespread use.

Alongside the analytical formula (3) and the graphical depiction of Fig. 2, it is possible to
analyze the Naka-Rushton transformation from a geometric point of view that happens to give
finer information about its behavior. In fact, as we are going to prove in this section, eq. (3) can
be interpreted as the composition of a non-linear map followed by an affine one.

In order to prove this, we must first introduce the concepts of reflection, inversion and Möbius
transformation.

3.1 Möbius transformations

The main reference for this section is the book [19].
One way to define the group of Möbius transformations on Rn, denoted by M(Rn) is as the

subgroup of Aut(Rn) = {f : Rn → Rn, f bijective} generated by reflections w.r.t. hyperplanes
and inversions w.r.t. hyperspheres.

The concepts of hyperplane and hypersphere are the generalizations to dimension n of the
concepts of plane and sphere in dimension 3 or straight line and circle in dimension 2. It is
important to stress that both hyperplanes and hyperspheres are submanifolds of dimension n− 1
embedded in a space of dimension n.

Def. 3.1 Given a ∈ Rn, ‖a‖ = 1, and t ≥ 0, the hyperplane in Rn associated to a and t is the set

Pa,t := {x ∈ Rn, 〈x, a〉 = t}. (5)

Note that a is the normal vector to Pa,t, and t is the distance between Pa,t and 0.

Def. 3.2 A reflection in Rn w.r.t. the hyperplane Pa,t is the affine function:

ρa,t : Rn −→ Rn
x 7→ ρa,t(x) := x+ 2(t− 〈x, a〉)a. (6)

We denoted with 〈·, ·〉 the Euclidean scalar product.
Geometrically, the reflection ρa,t takes any point x ∈ Rn at a distance d from Pa,t to a point

ρa,t(x) which lies specularly on the other side of Pa,t at the same distance d.

Proposition 3.1 Every reflection ρa,t satisfies the following properties for all x, y ∈ Rn:

1. ρa,t(x) = x if and only if x ∈ Pa,t;

2. ρ2a,t(x) = x, i.e. ρa,t is an involution, and so ρ2a,t = idRn , i.e. ρa,t is a bijection with
ρa,t
−1 = ρa,t;

3. ρa,t is a Euclidean isometry: ‖ρa,t(x)− ρa,t(y)‖ = ‖x− y‖.

Def. 3.3 Given c ∈ Rn and d > 0, the hypersphere, of dimension n − 1, in Rn centered in c of
radius d is the set of all the points having distance d from the center c:

Sc,d := {x ∈ Rn : ‖x− c‖ = d}. (7)
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The main difference between reflections and inversions is that the hypersurface w.r.t. the
inversion is performed is not a hyperplane but a hypersphere. While a hyperplane extends towards
the infinite, a sphere is bounded, this fact implies that it is impossible to continuously fill the whole
outer space to the spherical surface simply by reflecting its interior points w.r.t. the tangent
hyperplane to the sphere at a point, a different, non-linear, geometrical operation is needed.

This operation consists in mapping any point x inside the sphere to the unique point σ(x)
outside the sphere characterized by the following two properties: firstly, σ(x) lies on the same line
joining x with the center of the sphere; secondly, the norm of σ(x) is inverted w.r.t. that of x.

More precisely we have the following definition:

Def. 3.4 Let c ∈ Rn and d > 0, then the inversion in Rn w.r.t. the hypersphere Sc,d is the
non-linear function

σc,d : Rn \ {c} −→ Rn \ {c}
x 7→ σc,d(x) := c+ d2

‖x−c‖2 (x− c). (8)

σa,d(x) is said to be the inverse of x w.r.t. to the sphere Sc,d.

Proposition 3.2 Every inversion σc,d w.r.t. a hypersphere Sc,d satisfies the following properties
for all x, y ∈ Rn \ {c}:

1. σc,d(x) = x if and only if x ∈ Sc,d;

2. σ2
c,d(x) = x, i.e. σc,d is an involution, and so σc,d is invertible with σc,d

−1 = σc,d;

3. ‖σc,d(x)− σc,d(y)‖ = d2

‖x−c‖‖y−c‖‖x− y‖.

Every circular inversion σc,d maps the exterior part of the hypersphere B
c

c,d = {x ∈ Rn :

‖x− c‖ > d} into the inner part Bc,d = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x− c‖ < d} and viceversa, i.e. σ(B
c

c,d) = Bc,d

and σ(Bc,d) = B
c

c,d while the points of Sc,d stay fixed, i.e. σ(Sc,d) = Sc,d.
Both reflections w.r.t. hyperplanes and inversions w.r.t. hyperspheres are, essentially, one-

dimensional operations, in the sense that all the points belonging to the same straight line orthog-
onal to the hyperplane involved in a reflection are left on this straight line; in the same way, all
the points belonging to the straight line passing through the origin of the sphere involved in an
inversion are left on that line.

It is possible to extend reflections and inversions to R̂
n

:= Rn ∪ {∞}. It is sufficient to define
the image of ∞.

Def. 3.5 Let ρa,t be a reflection and σc,d an inversion in Rn. The extension of ρa,t in ∞ and of
σc,d in ∞ and c are defined as follows:

ρa,t(∞) :=∞ and

{
σc,d(∞) := c

σc,d(c) :=∞
. (9)

Möbius transformations arise from the combinations of inversions and reflections of R̂
n
, one

of the main interest in combining them is that, when they are fused together, they form a group.
Notice that this is not a trivial statement because neither the set of reflections nor the set inversions
form a group: we do not have a identity element or any stability.

Def. 3.6 A Möbius transformation φ : R̂
n
→ R̂

n
is a finite composition of reflections w.r.t.

a hyperplane and inversions w.r.t. a sphere in R̂
n

. The group of Möbius transformations is:

M(R̂
n
) =

{
φ = µ1 ◦ · · · ◦ µm : m ∈ N, µi reflections or inversions of R̂

n
, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

}
.

Another equivalent characterization of Möbius transformations is based on the concept of
cross-ratio.
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Def. 3.7 Let u, v, x, y ∈ R̂
n

such that u 6= y, v 6= x. The cross-ratio of (u, v, x, y) is given by:

[u, v, x, y] =
(u− x)(v − y)

(u− y)(v − x)
. (10)

M(R̂
n
) can be characterized as the set of all the transformations preserving the cross-ratio, i.e.

φ ∈M(R̂
n
) if and only if for all u, v, x, y ∈ R̂

n
we have that [u, v, x, y] = [φ(u), φ(v), φ(x), φ(y)].

Theorem 3.1 Let φ ∈M(R̂
n
). Then:

1. φ(∞) =∞ if and only if φ is a similarity of R̂
n

;

2. if φ(∞) 6=∞, then, there exist:

• a unique hypersphere Σ in Rn on which φ acts as a Euclidean isometry, i.e. for all
x, y ∈ Σ, ‖φ(x)− φ(y)‖ = ‖x− y‖;

• a unique inversion σ w.r.t. Σ and a unique Euclidean isometry ψ such that φ can be
decomposed as follows φ = ψ ◦ σ.

3.2 Naka-Rushton’s formula as a Möbius transformation

Let us consider the real interval Λ := [λmin, λmax]. The intensity levels of a HDR image belong to
Λ, i.e. λ(Ω) ⊂ Λ. We want to use a parsimonious combination of simple Möbius transformations,
i.e. inversions and reflections, to obtain a non-linear compression of the interval Λ, hence at least
one inversion is needed.

We will see that the search of the simplest monodimensional Möbius transformation r such
that:

1. r is non-linear;

2. r is compressive1 on Λ;

3. r is monotonically increasing on Λ;

leads naturally to Naka-Rushton’s transformation.
In the following we are going to use elements of M(R), hence n = 1. Since the intensity is

always positive, we can consider their restriction to (0,+∞). Notice that when n = 1 a hyperplane
is just a point a ∈ R, while a hypersphere is the set of two points having the same distance d from
the center c, Sc,d = {c− d, c+ d}.

In dimension 1 reflections and inversions have the following easier expressions:

ρa(x) = a− x and σc,d(x) = c+
d2

x− c
, (11)

with a, c ∈ R and d > 0.
Recalling theorem 3.1 a generic r ∈M(R) is either a similarity or not, and it can be decomposed

as r = ψ ◦ σ, where ψ is an isometry of R and σ is a (unique) circular inversion. Since we are
looking for a non-linear transformation and similarities act linearly, we can exclude the first option.

We want r to be compressive on Λ. Since the component ψ is an isometry2, σ must be
compressive on Λ.

Let us consider the simplest case of a circular inversion w.r.t. a sphere centered in 0 of radius
1, S0,1 = {−1, 1}. The circular inversion w.r.t. this sphere is given by σ0,1(x) = x

‖x‖2 , and, since

we are in dimension 1, σ0,1(x) = 1
x .

1For all λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ we have that |r(λ1)− r(λ2)| < |λ1 − λ2|.
2For all λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ we have that |ψ(λ1)− ψ(λ2)| = |λ1 − λ2|.
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Notice that, as an inversion, σ0,1 maps the inner part of S0,1 into the external part and
viceversa, i.e. σ0,1((0, 1)) = (1,+∞) and σ0,1((1,+∞)) = (0, 1). Since σ0,1(1) = 1 we can also
say that σ0,1([1,+∞)) = (0, 1]. In other words, this last equality means that the infinite half line
(1,+∞) is mapped into the bounded segment (0, 1).

This means that, if the interval Λ, which can have arbitrarily large length l = λmax − λmin,
is contained in the half line [1,+∞), then σ0,1(Λ) will be compressed, not linearly, in a segment
contained in (0, 1]. To ensure that Λ ⊂ [1,+∞) we preliminary apply the translation τ1(x) = x+1,
hence τ1(Λ) = [λmin + 1, λmax + 1].

Up to now, we are applying on Λ the transformation σ0,1 ◦ τ1(x) = 1
x+1 , see Fig. 3. Although

this function is non-linear and compressive on Λ, it does not respect the order on Λ, i.e. it is
not monotonically increasing. To recover the correct order on the compressed interval we need to
apply the reflection w.r.t. the point 1

2 , i.e. ρ1/2(x) = 1− x. Note that, in particular, ρ1/2 reverses
the segment [0, 1], indeed it swaps the segment’s extremes: ρ1/2(0) = 1 and ρ1/2(1) = 0. As a
reflection ρ1/2 is an isometry thanks to proposition 3.1.

Figure 3: Depiction of the action of the transformation ρ1/2 ◦ σ0,1 on the interval Λ. Notice that
it is more compressive on high intensity levels than on the lower ones.

Let us call r′ = ρ1/2 ◦ σ0,1 and r = r′ ◦ τ1. In this case, without taking into account the
preliminary translation τ1, i.e. considering r′ instead of r, r′ is decomposed as stated in theorem
3.1, i.e. r′ = ψ ◦ σ, with ψ = ρ1/2 and σ = σ0,1. Moreover r has the following explicit expression:

r(x) = ρ1/2 ◦ σ0,1 ◦ τ1(x) = ρ1/2

(
1

x+ 1

)
=

x

x+ 1
. (12)

Notice that this simple reasoning leads us to a Naka-Rushton transformation with µ = 1.
Let us follow the same reasoning, but starting from a more generic circular inversion σ0,µ w.r.t.

a sphere centered in 0 of radius µ, S0,µ = {−µ, µ}.
To ensure that Λ is placed outside the sphere S0,µ, i.e. Λ ⊂ [µ,+∞), before the inversion σ0,µ,

we preliminary apply the translation τµ(x) = x+ µ.

Up to now, we are considering the transformation σ0,µ ◦ τµ. We know that σ0,µ(x) = µ2x
|x|2 , but,

since we are in dimension 1, σ0,µ(x) = µ2

x . Hence σ0,µ◦τµ(x) = µ2

x+µ . Now σ0,µ◦τµ(Λ) is contained

in the segment [0, µ]. To recover the correct order of the intensity levels we need to apply the
reflection ρµ/2(x) = µ − x, which reverses the segment3 [0, µ]. At this point the image of Λ is

contained in the segment [0, µ], we need to rescale it applying a dilation of factor 1
µ , δ1/µ(x) = 1

µx,

which maps [0, µ] into [0, 1]. In this way the image of Λ is contained in [0, 1]. Let us call r the
composition of all the Möbius transformations introduced up to now:

r(x) = δ1/µ ◦ ρµ/2 ◦ σ0,µ ◦ τµ(x) =
x

x+ µ
.

3Indeed it switches the segment’s extremes, i.e. ρµ/2(0) = µ and ρµ/2(µ) = 0.
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The Möbius transformation r that we have obtained is a Naka-Rushton function and the parameter
µ represents the radius of the sphere w.r.t. which we are performing a circular inversion.

Let us call r′ = ρµ/2 ◦ σ0,µ, hence r = δ1/µ ◦ r′ ◦ τµ. If we do not consider the preliminary
translation τµ and the dilation δ1/µ that we apply a posteriori to recover the range [0, 1], i.e. we
consider r′ instead of r, then r′ agrees with the minimal decomposition stated in theorem 3.1 as
r′ = ψ ◦ σ, with ψ = ρµ/2 and σ = σ0,µ.

One might also think to decompose r = x
x+µ according to theorem 3.1. After straightforward

computations it is easy to obtain that r = ψ ◦ σ with ψ(x) = ρ 1−µ
2

(x) = 1 − µ − x and σ(x) =

σ−µ,√µ(x) = −µ+ µ
x+µ .

Notice that also in this decomposition the parameter µ is related to the radius of the sphere
w.r.t. which we are performing an inversion.

4 Discussion

We have explicitly identified the non-linear inversion and the affine reflection that make up Naka-
Rushton’s map as a Möbius transformation. An inversion encodes the non-linear part of the
mapping, mapping very dark and bright values of λ in the range 0−255 with the reversed order
between them. For this reason, the composition with a reflection is needed to re-establish the
correct intensity order.

The fact that reflections are affine maps is particularly important for this step, in fact they do
not dramatically modify the image intensities obtained as output of the inversion step, which is
wise because the range has been correctly shrunk and we want to preserve it like it is.

We consider that pointing out this geometric information about tone mapping operator based
on Naka-Rushton’s formula may give interesting information for future developments of this kind of
techniques. In particular, considering the prominent role of Möbius transformations in hyperbolic
geometry and the importance played by hyperbolic structures in the program of geometrization
of colorimetry developed in the papers [4, 18, 2, 16, 5, 6, 3].

Möbius transformations encode many desirable colorimetric properties, e.g. they happen to
coincide with conformal maps, i.e. they preserve the angle between vectors, but they can also be
identified with the transformations that preserve the cross-ratio (see e.g. [19] for more details),
which is related to Weber ratio, and thus to human vision, see e.g. [8, 9].

In this paper we have considered only 1-dimensional Möbius transformations that can either
be applied on the luminance channel of an RGB image, or to each separate chromatic channel,
or, again, any other 1-dimensional decomposition of the image in a given color space. It would be
interesting to study also the application of 3-dimensional Möbius transformations, i.e. elements
of M(R3), on the whole image content.
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